Soulvizier : AERA version 1.9 changelog (02/01/2021)
General & UI
-

Tweaked the character animation table template to accept 30 special animations instead of 15
(thanks to nargil66)
Tweaked several animations or animation speed (Shield Smash, Gouge, Calculated Strike) and
reorganized animation tables
Global resistance modifiers for monsters : removed +% modifiers (could cause bugs when
resistances are negative), replaced with flat modifiers
Removed Vitality resistance of dummy targets in Sparta so they don’t have any resistance/armor

Skills
-

-

-

Runes:
o Reduced Runic Mines and Freezing Mines damage, reduced a bit % chance of increased
elemental damage with Rune Field
Nature:
o Replaced Elemental Flurry with Nature Sprites (will maybe return Flurry later if possible
to balance it)
Spirit:
o Reduced Bone Fiend AoE Damage
Earth:
o Ring of Flame particle effect is the same as vanilla at all levels
Items:
o Mercenary contracts have a 100s cooldown instead of 180s

Items
-

Added 15 new Mercenary Contracts to cover all acts and difficulties
Cleaned up all existing mercenary files and rebalanced their HP/armor
“of Degeneration” suffix scales more in Normal and lowest version requires level 10 (was 15)
Mythic items require level 80 and more attributes at least until they are balanced
Nerfed Rust Relic Soul in all difficulties and reduced requirements in Normal/Epic
Modified Nkrumah the Enslaved Soul to correspond to a bow user
Astral prefix triggered skill now costs more mana and deals a portion of its damage in the form of
DoT Elemental instead of instant elemental
Atlantis jewerly pieces now have proper stats instead of being placeholders – based on the work
from the Shadow Champions mod
Increased requirements of most Easter Egg items

Creatures – fixed bosses
-

Telkine in act 2 causes impaired aim and dodges projectiles
Pharaoh Statues are more resistant, deal more damage and have more skills
Reduced Ormenos Energy Blast Life Leech
Typhon : reduced resistances against pets

Creatures – monsters, heroes & random bosses
-

Reduced Inemios the Mana Stealer (Limos hero act III) Energy Leech
Oceanids : reduced Charge (Take Down) range and speed, reduced the range of nets
Added a cooldown to Nyctipolus the Undying (Wraith hero act I) healing skill
Graklos the Graveless : rescaled Death Ward skill, deals less damage against pets
Reduced Caldor Darkbow (Satyr hero act I) damage against pets
Rescaled Epiales (champions) Poison Orb damage
Reduced the number of Flameguard Slayers, size, speed and damage
Mountainblade : reduced damage and spell usage
Reduced Nkac (Tropical arachnos hero act III) damage and sustain
Reduced Sajaki, Cat of the Seventh Pit (Tigerman hero act III) poison damage
Mountainstrider, Tribal Elder (Yerren hero act III) deals a bit less damage, especially against pets
Reduced construct physical/pierce resists in general
Blood-Eyes (Rat Uber hero act III) deals a bit less damage, especially against pets
Reduced Nebtaan number of summons (max 12 instead of 30)
Reduced Pashj the Infected (Jackalman hero act II) poison damage
Rescaled Yazid the Mystic (Jackalman hero act II) Life Drain over Normal/Epic/Legendary
Kornelius Lifeweaver : reduced Life Leech and fixed the use of his heal
Increased Ino’s line of sight
Buffed Legion (Eurynomus hero act I) in Epic and Legendary
Buffed Blink Fang (Spider hero act I)
Increased golem physical resist in act V
Improved Pawura and Sudi (Jackalmen heroes act II) damage, speed and health
Integrated AE changes for Machae (including MIs)
Most common Ratmen have more fire resistance and less poison resistance
Removed a few satyr/boar/crow heroes that were spawning in the starting farm area in Helos
Rescaled Magneta Turtles N/E/L (less health and damage in N, more in E/L)
Reworked Huang Fay the Unclean, Nkrumah the Enslaved, Reshelf, Undying King of Nubia
(Zombie heroes act II) to be closer to vanilla and more different from each other
Huang Fay the Unclean only appears in Act III (was also in act II)
Reworked the skill setup of several ratmen heroes in act III
Whitefur Yerren Icespikes now actually deal some Frostburn damage instead of only Physical,
Pierce, % Health

Bugfixes
-

-

Fixed several issues and inconsistencies with Atlantis set bonuses (bonus when wearing only one
piece, wrong number of pieces, no bonus when wearing a certain number of pieces…) [official
game bug]
Fixed female model for Whitefur Yerren leggings (was Troll Greaves) [official game bug]
Fixed inconsistencies in Potamoi MI maces [official game bug]
Fixed Mudmen having no stun animation [official game bug]
Fixed Treasure of the Bandit King (unique amulet) and Ba’al’s Signet (unique ring) that couldn’t
be sold [official game bug]
Fixed pet level for several soul skills (Menzus Bone-Reader, Frost Marrow, Bonelord) that
summon skeletons
Fixed Monoliths (elite act II) animations so that they fully use their skills
Fixed Karkinos race (insectoid) in act IV

-

Prevented some duplicate demon heroes to spawn in act IV
Fixed Scyrna Stonegaze helm and armbands textures
Fixed Rust Relic (Terracotta hero act III) AI
Fixed incorrect star icon position for mummy heroes
Fixed Mivania Frostshade missing too much arrows
Fixed Flamescar formula to accept all possible Sabertooth swords with one suffix only

